Software Description
The software for running the Omega Test Stand is written in MS Visual Basic 6.0 with Service Pack 3.0 installed. The software is comprised of Form and Basic modules written by Steve Hicks at ORNL. This code makes use of 2 DLL's for communicating with specific ComputerBoards and Rheodyne hardware. The software 'as shipped' from ORNL does not include these DLL's which are assumed to be already installed on the PC test stand computer. The DLL from ComputerBoards is used to communicate with and control the DI/O card, which in turn is used to pulse the Ink-Jet valves via the Valve Driver Box. The DLL from Rheodyne is needed to command the Rheodyne Omega and selector valves.
VB Software:

Micro_Arrayer.vbp Project File
Project Name (File Name) Description 'Public Sub Hold_Valves(SpikeTime As Integer, HoldTime As Single, G1_CHSel As Integer, G2_CHSel As Integer) 'Public Sub Pulse_Valves(SpikeTime As Integer, HoldTime As Integer, Group As Integer) 
Motion
Notes:
(1) The software contains periodic checks on whether an operator has hit a "Stop" or "Pause" button. This is not a substitute for an 'emergency stop' function, which all moving machines should have. The options were discussed with Velmex. The recommended method for implementing an emergency stop is to run the Limit Switch common grounds (WHT and BLK wires) through a Red Mushroom-head 2-position, maintained switch. When this switch is pressed, the controller will sense all limits are active and prevent movement in both directions on all axes immediately. This hardware method provides immediate protection that this software can not provide and continues to function even in the event of software failure.
(2) This software is capable of running 4 fluid handling operations -Sample transfers, plate fills, system (water) fills, and tip washing (one tested sample program of each type is included). It has a graphical user interface that is functional, but not extensive or polished. For example programs can be edited with a text editor, as well as on the program edit screen. This is allowed because a GUI editor is not implemented. A GUI editor could prevent the operator from making mistakes, thus making the program more robust.
